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Hewlett Packard computers were first acquired at the Woods Hole 

Oceanographic Institution in 1967 for at sea processing of 
gravity and magnetic data. Since that time seven additional 
Hewlett Packard of various models and memory sizes have been 
acquired by various departments. These are use d for various 
pur poses from general pu r pose computing t ·o data acquisition and 
control. Some of the non-acoustic applications of the Hewlett 
Packa r d have been : 

1) On-line reduction of navigational satellite data. 

2) On-~line acquisition and reduction of gravity, 
magnetics and bathymetry 0 

3) Merging this geophysical data with navigational 
data and producing track charts, 

4) On-line acquisition and reduction of conductivity, 
temperature, pressure, and sound velocity data. 

The computer is also being heavily used for acoustic processing. 
The ability to acquire continuous seismic profiling (CSp) data 
on-line has bee n achieved and various digital processing 
techniques are being compared. One simple method which appears 
promising is the computation of r unning averages over six or 
so shots. This p r ocess tends to cancel noise which is 
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uneor-relat,ed from shot to shot and enhances the sub-bottom 

layel.:ing, Anot .. her· pJ' ogram for processing SP whi h is under 
development involves the purchase and use of a Fourie analyser 
for pulse comp~ession and removal of shallow water reverberation. 

AmbIent noise data IS being processed on the Hewlett Packard. 

Up to oixteen channels of filtered data from one or more 
hydrophones are multiplexed and digitized, Data from each 
channel is continuously sampled at a 850 Hz rate, squared, 
and summed for thirty seconds . These sums are then punched 
onto paper tape . In a second pa~~ ~his tape is read, the values 
ape combined with calibration factors for each channel, and 
ambient noise levels for' each fr'equency band are typed out 0 

Under' development is a processing progl' am whieh will play back 

dat a recorded in a moore d buoy to a noise analyser whi h 
computes rrns noise levels for ' each of 15 fiJtered channels . 
The c.ompute r wllJ then sample t.he analyser", d , 'H, nlots, and 
compute statist.:ics on the data . 

Data from explooive sound t ransmission experiments is also 
be 1 ng acqu:i t'ed and p r oce ssed digi tally . In an exi sting on-line 
pJ 'ogr' am an operator initiates the data acquisit ion whenever a 

~hot is hea d over a loud-speaker connected to the hydrophone. 
The computer digitizes up to eight frequencies at a 500 Hz rate 
pe r channel, squares and sums this data over 2 to 50 points, 
an d writes the sums onto digital magnetic tape for periods up 
to 0 seconds., In a second pass through the computer the 
magnetic tape is read, the points are displayed on an oscilloscope, 
the arrIval IS manually b['acketed by a pair of cursors, and the 

transmission loss for each frequency band is comput,ed. A third 

pass is used to plot the data . In a new version of this program 
an attempt wlll be made to eliminate pass two by automatically 
detecting and processing the arrivals on- line. 

One of t..he limiting factors of Hewlett Packar- d computers at 
Woods Hole has been the lack of a high speed output device. 
This should be alleviated somewhat by nine track tape units now 
on or'de r'. However' , our e xpe ri ence indicates that a disc s 'to rage 
unit is needed 1f the full capability of the computer is to be 
['eali zed. 
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